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ATHBHLIAIN
FAOI MHAISE
DUIT
Welcome to the first clan quarterly for 2021, and you will (hopefully)
notice a significant change in design and content. It’s something we’ve
wanted to do for a while, and when I saw a very nice example of a family
newsletter, produced by Suzanne St John, it gave me some ideas.
To date the focus of the newsletter has been reporting on the
Fitzpatrick DNA project with a few historical snippets thrown in. We
will continue to report on things genetic and make reference to, and
summarise, our historical research published in the Journal of the
Fitzpatrick Clan Society.
And we will now include coverage of more contemporary Fitzpatrick
happenings, along similar lines of Matt Fitzpatrick’s posts on our
Facebook page, as well as letters to the editor and member’s requests for
genealogical assistance.
Sure, many conversations can be quickly had on Facebook and
questions answered quickly, but the newsletter format provides more
permanence – and if you’re anything like me, scrolling back through
thousands of Facebook posts to find ‘that one’ is something that I lose
patience with.
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Welcome | 2021

So please join us, and share your narratives, images, questions,
whatevers, etc. Guidelines for submitting pieces in the newsletter and
articles to the Journal are provided on page 19.

Mike Fitzpatrick
Editor
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BROTHER
JEROME
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Old Limerick Journal | 1992

I recently came across this interesting piece on
Jerome Fitzpatrick, a Christian Brother, who at a
young age produced Graiméar na Gaedhilge, Irish
Grammar. The article is reproduced here with great
thanks to the Old Limerick Journal.
I’m fortunate to have been exposed to several
classical languages; alas, Gaelic is not one of them,
although I am working on a better understanding.
Reading a language is one thing, but even with a few
years of study under me, even if I was to grasp Gaelige
a little better, I think I would still have some way to
go before coming to grips with some of its spoken
irregularities. The following guidance is found in
Graiméar na Gaedhilge, page 7:
‘In derived words of two or more syllables, the
accented syllable varies in the different provinces.
In Munster, the accent falls on the termination or
second syllable; in Connaught, it falls on the first
syllable or root; in Ulster, the accent falls on the
first syllable, as in Connaught, but the termination
is unduly shortened. For instance, the word casán, a
path, is pronounced kos-aún in Munster, kós-aun in
Connaught, and kós-ān in Ulster’.
I’m reminded of my most recent trip to Ireland
in April 2019; I flew into Dublin from Auckland
via Dubai. On the Dubai-Dublin leg, I was joined
by several Irish politicians who’d been very hard at
work conferencing in warmer climes. I sat right near
Senator Tim Lombard – in my ignorance, knowing
very little about Irish politicians, I asked where he
was from. “County Cark,” he announced with glee.
“Cark?” I replied. Now, where would that be, exactly?
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WEB EVENTS
2021
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Countdown | 27 February

We are excited about hosting Web Events in 2021.
We polled members for their thoughts on (a) topics,
(b) days and times, and (c) event duration. The interest
in the topics we had suggested was ranked DNA >
Fitzpatrick sept histories > Fitzpatrick Clan Society
structure > individual genealogies. Many thanks to
those who responded. By far the most popular days
and times were Saturday and Sunday afternoons; the
preferred duration was almost unanimously selected
as one hour – something of an industry-standard
these days.
We have scheduled the first of our web events for
2021 to separately accommodate both our Ireland/
UK and North American-based members – the days
and times fit pretty well for our Australian and New
Zealand members as well. Members can attend any of
the sessions regardless of where they live.
The first of our presentations is entitled ‘DNA for
Genealogy and the Fitzpatrick DNA project’ and will
run across two one-hour sessions. Starting with an
introduction to DNA and genetic genealogy, pitched
to accommodate ‘beginners’, we will also provide
an introduction to and overview of the Fitzpatrick
Y-DNA project. Subsequent presentations will cover
some of the larger Y-DNA groups’ findings, aligning
them with what we understand from historical
records.
The times and dates of the presentations are:
Sat/Sun 27/28 February 2021, 5 pm GMT; and,
Sat/Sun 6/7 March 2021, 3 pm EST.
Email admin@fitzpatrickclan.org to confirm your
attendance because to enter the presentation you will
require a unique login and password. You’ll also need
to have ZOOM installed on whatever device you use.
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THE BEST
FROM MATT
Facebook | Guru
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Many of you will be aware that Matt Fitzpatrick
puts a lot of effort into the Fitzpatrick Clan Society
Facebook group page. Here are some of my favourites
amongst Matt’s recent art and music-themed posts –
thanks, Matt!
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Perhaps not so well-known is that Matt has
recently uprooted with his family and moved from
London to Co. Derry. Our Fitzpatrick dragons will
consider it Ireland’s gain – let London’s weep.
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THE BUTLER
SOCIETY
Kilkenny Castle | Ireland

The Butler Society was formed in 1967 and coincided with Kilkenny
castle being handed over to the people of Kilkenny and their restoration
committee, that it might be turned into a cultural centre for the city and
county. Apart from the 6th Marquess of Ormond, Arthur Butler, the
castle’s hand-over party was attended by various celebrities, including
Mick Jagger, Marianne Faithfull, Charles Haughey, and Mariga Guinness;
Jagger reportedly quipped, “We just came to loon about.”
The following year the Society began production of the Butler
Society Journal under the editorial guidance of Hubert Butler, one of the
founders of the Butler Society and its first Chairperson. Since then, the
Journal has continued with a tradition of excellence, both in content and
production quality. Eleanor Burgess’ tenure went from 1991 to 2006.
Since then, Dr David J Butler, a lecturer at University College Cork and
Academic Director of the Irish Ancestry Research Centre (IARC), has
edited the Journal.
Our friendship with the Butler Society is very natural because of
our shared interests in Irish history and narratives in common with
some of our Fitzpatrick septs, including more than a few notable familial
associations. The piece ‘The Butler-Fitzpatrick Relationship: things
just got complex’ appeared in the Butler Society’s December 2020
newsletter and is reproduced here. Many thanks go to John Kirwan,
Honorary Secretary, for helping facilitate the friendship between the
Butler Society and the Fitzpatrick Clan Society.
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GENEALOGY RESOURCES UPDATES

FINTE NA HÉIREANN NEWS

With thanks to the Irish Genealogy Research
Society (IRGS) for the heads up on these updates for
November 2020 to January 2021:

The upcoming Finte na hÉireann (the Clans of
Ireland) 2021 Cultural Summit and AGM has, once
again, been Covid-affected and will be an online
affair in 2021.

RootsIreland has been updated with more than
91,500 additional records from counties Clare,
Kilkenny, and Tipperary, with a further 11,000
records added by Limerick Genealogy.
Also, check out County Clare Library’s Local
Studies Centre additions to their online genealogy
holdings.
FindMyPast recently uploaded further Irish
burial register records for Derry City (1853-1961)
and Dublin City (1805-2006).
The latest update to the Registry of Deeds Index
Project has seen the number of volunteer-contributed
transcriptions in the main database rise to 395,002
index entries created from 42,053 memorials of
deeds.
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The Fitzpatrick Clan Society will be represented
by our two Clans of Ireland registered septs. Ó Maol
Phádraig Bréifne and Mac Giolla Phádraig Ulaidh
delegates will Zoom in to participate, the latter in the
small hours of the morning, and are greatly looking
forward to renewing acquaintances as well as hearing
the guest lectures.
On 17 April, Luke McInerney will speak on the
Medieval Learned families of the West of Ireland, and
Michael O’Crowley, of the Ó Cruadhlaoich Corcaigh,
will give a presentation entitled. ‘Irish Heraldry;
Laws of Arms’.
The AGM will follow on 24 April. We will be sure
to inform you of any noteworthy news.

REGISTRY OF IRISH DEEDS

The Irish Manuscripts Commission (IMC) was
established in 1928 by the Irish Government with a
vision to provide primary source materials relating to
the history, heritage, and culture of Ireland.

The Registry of Irish Deeds is a repository of
wills, land transactions in Ireland, and other deeds
from 1709.

To that end, the Commission has published
material of an outstanding highest academic
standard, including Calendars and other primary
materials. Through its publication programme and
commitment to digitising its out-of-print publications,
the Commission has brought many valuable sources
to the broadest possible readership within Ireland
and worldwide.
While the IMC once made many of its out-of-print
books available via its ‘read online flipbooks’, that
service has now been superseded, and IMC Digital
Editions are now available as downloadable PDFs..
IMC has recently added several new additions,
including the entire Calendar of Ormond Deeds,
Petty’s (1655-1659) Topographical Index, and
Tadhg Ó Donnchadha’s Leabhar Muimhneach.

The Deeds are a rich source of genealogical
information. Marriage and other settlements are
particularly informative about family relationships.
There are three sets of indexes produced by the
project:
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IRISH MANUSCRIPTS COMMISSION

(1) The main index is building a name index for
the memorial transcription books held at the Registry
of Deeds;
(2) The grantor’s index consists of transcriptions
of the Registry of Deeds’ grantor’s indexes;
(3) The townland index consists of transcriptions
of the Registry of Deeds’ townland indexes.
As of 1 February 2021, there were 400,083 index
entries.
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THE JOURNAL
2021
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Forthcoming | to a brain near you
I’m probably the worst in the world, at least among
people I know, at not being able to wait for Christmas
day to give gifts. If I buy a gift for someone, I just
can’t see the point in hanging around – I want them
to enjoy it immediately.
It’s a similar thing with the Fitzpatrick research
I’m doing. Since I set out in earnest almost three years
ago to understand not only the pre-1600 AD origins
of my own MacGilpatrick/Fitzpatrick line, but of all
the major Fitzpatrick lineages that the Y-DNA project
had uncovered, it’s been an enthralling experience.
But while I’d love to spill the beans on what we
are learning about Mulpatricks, MacGilpatricks, and
Fitzpatricks, who have been hidden in plain sight,
particularly in numerous 16th and 17th-century Irish
records, I am restrained. Articles have to be written
to a high standard, peer-reviewed, and published; this
takes hundreds of hours, and not just of my time.
However, I can give you a taste of what topics you
should expect to gain journal coverage in 2021:
Clerical Lineages of Mac Giolla Phádraig Osraí
Colonial American Fitzpatrick Settlers, Part II
Fitz/Mul/MacGilpatricks in the Patent Rolls
I also hope to see articles from authors Luke
McInerney, Dr Esther Fitzpatrick, and Proinsias Mag
Fhionnghaile CIOM. And if you are interested in
submitting an article, please refer to the guidelines at
the end of the newsletter.
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FITZPATRICK DNA
PROJECT UPDATE
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Numbers | Figures

F

eeling gobbledygooked by the technobabble
and confuddled by the geekspeak? Well, you are
not alone. Some scientists just love to do that,
but Ian Fitzpatrick and I are on a mission to make
DNA-things more understandable for our members.
Take home message? Attend the Zoom presentations
and become a more genetically fluent Fitzpatrick.

I
A

A

t reminds me of a tale I heard
just the other day. Understand
this, and you are well on your
way with Y-DNA.
n Irishman walked into
a bar right on closing
(funny thing that) and
ordered a pint of the black stuff.
He sat himself down next to
a fella similarly arranged and
uttered something very deep and
profound, “How yer doin’ today,
Paddy?” “Not bad”, the fella
replied. “I had me DNA done, and
I’m Z39589; imagine that now, me bein’ descended
from Celtic royalty an’ all!”

nd on the pair rabbited
all the while ignoring the
calls to drink up until,
her being frustrated, they were
rebuked by the husky-throated,
long-lashed, glamorous barmaid.
“Fellas please”, she exhorted, “get
yer arses out the door. No arguin’
now, I’m a DF13>DF21>Z3000
from Tyrone; I need me beauty
sleep and I’m in no mood!”

A

You’ll be kiddin’ me”, the first fella said. The wife’s
brother’s Z39589 as well. Z39589>DF41>S775,
to be precise; not that I’m braggin’ now.” “Oh,
that’s right grand”, the second fella said, “my brotherin Law’s Z253>Z2534>FGC5618>FGC5626>L226;
makes sense don’t it, you know, with me marryin’
into like an’ all”.

ll joking aside, Family Tree
DNA’s flagship Y-DNA
project is the BigY, and it
is called that for a reason. It delivers a big amount
of incredibly useful data. It allows us to uncover big
mysteries, and it results in big controversies and big
debates. It also costs a big amount of $$$, but not
as big as it used to be. And … sigh … it takes a big
amount of time for results to be delivered, several
months at the moment – the product is a victim of its
own big popularity. Right now, the Fitzpatrick DNA
project administrators are waiting on no less than 18
BigYs to be returned.

“

T

“

Not bad”, the first fella retorted. “My father-inLaw’s U106, from down Wexford way. Not so
sure how that all works but it don’t matter, does
it, with quality like that?” “What are the chances of
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that!?”, the second fella replied, “Me uncle George,
me aunty’s husband you know, he’s U106 … Z381 …
Z9 … Z2 … Z8 … S18951. Big massive fella he is too,
‘Georgie the Giant’ we call him, but I reckon it’s from
his mam’s old man’s side; I-M223 he is with hands as
big as Hymac buckets. Viking or Irish don’t matter
much does it when yer stuck in a sticky spot?”

he upshot of all this is I will provide a more
in-depth update of the DNA project in the May
2021 newsletter.

Y-HAPLO BRIEFS
Z253 ... L226 ... DC194
This is a fairly new and emerging group, which serves to further
demonstrate you can’t take the old Fitzpatrick surname origin narratives
as set in stone. Ian has estimated the ancestor of this group emerged
sometime after 1060 AD; so they are an old group. The association with
the descendants of Brian Boru, who are L226, is fascinating because
historical records do have accounts of Boru’s dealings with Mac Giolla
Phádraig.

FGC5494 ... A1487

FGC11134 ... CTS4466
And great news: we have had an uptake of BigY testers in this large
SE Irish group. Now we wait...

PUBLICATION
GUIDELINES
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We are waiting on some key BigYs in this group, particularly a
Purcell near the A1488 juncture and a Burke whose shared ancestry
with Fitzpatricks looks like it’s right at the time of the Norman invasion.
We will probably see another Costigan fall under A1488, which now
surely looks to have formed in the 15th Century, the time when Mac
Giolla Phádraig Osraí clerical lineages emerged. The marked genetic
branching and surname diversity under A1488 are completely consistent
with the lifestyle of the Mac Giolla Phádraig Osraí clerics who, forbidden
by Rome to marry, raised families regardless. Fosterage was not
uncommon, and nor was the use of aliases. One cleric, known initially
as John MacCostigan, became known as John Mac Giolla Phádraig in
later life.

Contribute | 2021
Please consider contributing material to our various publications.
Journal articles should present novel research in a scholarly manner; it
might sound intimidating, but the Editorial Board is here to help.
Material for the Newsletter or Website can be pretty much anything
that relates to Fitzpatricks or that interests us. Family stories are just
perfect topics that we never get tired of hearing. But it doesn’t need to be
written work; it could be artworks, newspaper clippings, or photos, etc.
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